
 
post pandemic world?

to the way things were. The relationship with staff has changed 

and still produce meaningful results whilst working from home. 

Strong leaders will demonstrate the necessity to break the cycle 

performance of staff working remotely has been proved during 
the last year.

This of course depends heavily on the leadership shown in 
investing in remote working; technology to both monitor and 

investing in laptops and mobile devices has demonstrated how 

now be equally well managed remotely through the growth 
of new platforms such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom. Whilst 

the rest of the matters can be completed through one of the 
aforementioned channels. 

Cost-cutting and future working practices

managing their overheads and costs; many realising they did 
not need the numbers of secretaries and support staff whilst 

worthless. Leadership will demonstrate the need for this data to 
be readily available and an investment in doing so will generate 

become a part of everyday conversation with the more progressive 

an end and the demand to move house to more rural locations 



We are just starting to see new 
consolidators entering the legal 
space realising that there is a huge 
opportunity to grow by acquiring 

doubt that this trend will continue.

of the consolidators have been sweeping 

true merger targets. These new leaders 
will take the legal profession on a new 

size merging in the true sense of the 
word. The traditional partnership model 
is all but in the past for the vast majority 

ABS structure that will attract the huge 
numbers of private equity investors into 
the profession will be the future. 

opportunity both in the professional 
practice model and in the process 

personal injury factories. The numbers 

are staggering.
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Those showing strong leadership have 

processes associated with conveyancing. 

actually grown their market share because 
the conveyancers are dealing with the more 
complex cases and the administrative part 

these services for a host of legal activity 

personal injury and surprisingly legal aid.

thinking differently

solutions to the inevitable consolidation 
of the legal profession. We still have too 
many smaller practices trying to serve 
their local community through the high 
street and this consolidation of such 

are being purchased differently from the 

media are all becoming part of everyday 

Leadership for new  
growth models
We have seen the enormous growth in the 

individuals choosing this lifestyle over the 

model. They do not want either the 
responsibility or commitment of joining 

company still run as a partnership.

will become a lifestyle choice for many 
not choosing the traditional career path. 
The leaders within these new models are 
expecting a consultant to work for more 

The press has picked up on this growing 
trend and is suggesting that the vast 

will follow this route in the years to come.

Are these new entrepreneurs showing a 

only time will tell!

What is certain is that the legal profession 
is about to change beyond recognition 
and only the strong leaders will survive in 
this exciting new world.


